Training post placement guide
The placement process explained, including
important dates, tips and FAQs.
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The placement process
As part of the transition to college led training, RTOs (NTGPE) will manage the placement process for 2023
placements for both current and new GP registrars. The colleges have released a joint statement that they
will honour all placement arrangements made by RTOs with registrars and training posts. However, if any new
placements or updates to 2023.2 placements are required after finalisation of NTGPE’s placement process, they
will be managed directly by the relevant college.
The Department of Health has announced all GP registrars who secure training positions in Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander health services this year for 2023 placements will have their contracts honoured without change
for 2023. This announcement confirms the level of support provided to training posts in 2023 through salary
supported training placements will not be affected by any changes to the governance and administration of the
AGPT Salary Support program. Further information can be found here.
The process for placing GP registrars within training posts, in accordance with the accreditation and training
requirements from the colleges, is a balancing act.
NTGPE works with a wide variety of training posts in the NT to find the manageable number of GP registrars for
each post. This process is done via placemeNT, which is the NTGPE website that shows all the placements available
in the NT.
The GP registrar placement process starts in August/September in 2022 for the following training year. GP
registrar placement requests made during the placement process will be for training terms one and two in 2023.
There are two rounds in the placement process to make sure all GP registrars are matched with a suitable training
post.
One of the most important tools to refer to is the 2023 placement process key dates document, which details all
the required steps that occur during the placement period. See page 5 for the 2023 placement process key
dates.

The placemeNT home page, where GP registrars can
search for training posts and apply for placements.
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Team supervision
In a training post that is accredited for team supervision, a GP registrar can have support from more than one
accredited GP supervisor. They can also have support from a full range of clinical staff including GP locums,
remote area nurses and Aboriginal health practitioners, as well as clinic managers. This is particularly common in
remote clinics.
A team supervision plan is developed outlining how the supervision of the GP registrar will occur, including details
of who the GP supervisor of the day will be, who the lead GP supervisor is, which GP supervisor will deliver the
weekly in-practice teaching, and how the GP supervisors will monitor the progress of each of the GP registrars.
The plan also identifies phone contact support should no GP supervisor be on site. Team supervision models vary
depending on the training post.
If a training post is accredited under a team supervision model, an overview of the team supervision plan is made
available on the training post's profile page on placemeNT. GP registrars are expected to review the model when
selecting their placements. If a GP registrar applies for a placement operating under a team supervision model,
they are accepting to train under this model of supervision.
If there are queries about team supervision, please contact Kylie Roberts, NTGPE Supervisor and Practice
Accreditation Manager, via supervisor@ntgpe.org or 08 8946 7015.
Please note: GP registrars working for Primary Health Care Services Top End and Central Australia in remote training locations
also have full access to clinical decision support through a 24/7 group of trained GPs (known as Top End or Central Australia
RMP: on call service), in addition to the supervision team available on the ground.

MMM2
MMM5
MMM6
MMM7

Modified Monash Model zones
of the Northern Territory
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Placement
process key process
dates
2023 placement
Round 1

key dates
Final round

Open to all GP registrars and successful AGPT Intake 1
candidates.

Open to all GP registrars from Round 1 without a
placement. No placement preview period.

GP registrar placement preview period

Open for GP registrar applications,
training post selection and offers

25 August – 7 September 2022

27 October 2022 | 8.00AM

GP registrars are able to view available training post
capacity for 2023 placements.

GP registrars have no limit on the amount of
applications they can make during this period and
training posts can review and make offers as soon as
applications have been made.

Round 1 applications open
8 September 2022 | 8.00AM

Closes for GP registrar applications,
training post selection and offers

A maximum of 4 placement applications per term must
be submitted to training posts during this period.

Round 1 applications close

11 November 2022 | 4.30PM

15 September 2022 | 4.30PM

Deadline for GP registrars and training posts to finalise
their placement applications and offers.

Deadline for GP registrar placement applications to be
submitted.

Deadline accept/decline offers

Training post selection period

14 November 2022 | 8.00AM

16 September – 7 October 2022

Deadline for all outstanding GP registrar placements
for 2023 to be finalised and placement approval forms
submitted to NTGPE.

Training posts to shortlist, interview and make
placement offers during this period. GP registrars
to accept or decline placement offers and complete
placement approval forms during this period.

NTGPE complete placement
confirmation letters

Deadline accept/decline offers

18 November 2022 | 4.30PM

10 October 2022 | 8.00AM

Deadline for NTGPE to send placement confirmation
letters to GP registrars/training posts.

Deadline for GP registrars to accept or decline training
post placement offers and submit placement approval
forms to NTGPE.

Final round closed

NTGPE complete placement
confirmation letters

Matched placing process

14 October 2022 | 4.30PM

Only available to the accepted AGPT Intake 2 applicants.
All GP registrars currently training with NTGPE must
secure and finalise 2023 placements in Round 1 and or
the Final round of the placement process.

Deadline for NTGPE to send placement confirmation
letters to GP registrars/training posts.

Round 1 closed

Note: Key dates and placement process are subject to change based on college-led transition updates

Action by GP registrar

Action by training post

Action by NTGPE
Final 2022 Jan 21
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The placement process flowchart
This placement process is applicable to those training posts that have capacity available on placemeNT.
GP registrars preview
placements on placemeNT

GP registrars apply for placements
(up to four per term in Round 1,
unlimited per term in the Final Round)

Training posts review
applications via placemeNT
dashboard

Training posts interview
applicants

Training post makes no offer,
or declines an application

If GP registrar is unsuccessful
in gaining a placement, they will
proceed into the next round of
the placement process

Training post makes offer via
placemeNT dashboard

GP registrar accepts offer via
placemeNT dashboard

GP registrar declines offer via
placemeNT dashboard

GP registrar submits placement
approval form to NTGPE via the
placemeNT dashboard

Training post can make offers to
other applicants via placemeNT
dashboard until selection period
closes

NTGPE reviews placement offer
based on training and college
requirements

NTGPE approves placement offer

NTGPE declines placement offer

NTGPE sends confirmation letter to
training post and GP registrar

NTGPE contacts training post and
GP registrar

GP registrar and training post
respond to confirmation letters and
requirements outlined within

If GP registrar is unsuccessful
in gaining a placement, they will
proceed into the next round of the
placement process
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Training post dashboard: step-by-step guide
Log in via GP Tracks
NTGPE uses the online platform placemeNT for receiving, reviewing, selecting and offering GP registrar
placements. The following guide provides you with a step by step guide on how to use the placemeNT dashboard.
To access your placemeNT dashboard, you will be required to login either directly through the placemeNT website
(registrar.ntgpe.org), or through GP Tracks (gptracks.org). Your log in username will begin with PU i.e. PU-XXXXX.
An example of what this will look like is PU-12345. Once you have logged in, please click the button labelled
'PlacemeNT', circled in orange below.

GP Tracks is NTGPE’s record management system and here you can view your practice details and current
accreditation records. The practice details and current accreditation records are relevant to the listed practice only
(and not to other practices linked to a group). Please email supervisor@ntgpe.org if any information is incorrect
and/or you would like to confirm other group practice details and current accreditation records.

Filtering GP registrar applications
Your dashboard will show all GP registrar applications you have received. From here you can sort and manage
your applications by using the system's filters. You can filter by:
• application status (Un-opened, Offer Made, No Offer Made, Offer Accepted, Offer Declined, Offer Expired)
• label (Viewed, Shortlist and No Offer)
• level (i.e. the level that the GP registrar has applied to)
• semester (i.e. 2023.1 or 2023.2, or previous semesters/terms)
• round (i.e. the current or previous rounds completed).
To clear a filter, you need to click on the ‘Clear filters’ button.
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Viewing GP registrar applications
To open and view a GP registrar’s application, you are required to click on the GP registrar’s name that will be
hyperlinked in blue. This will allow you to open the application and review the GP registrar’s details including their
answers to the application questions.
Once an application has been opened, the GP registrar will be emailed an automatic notification that their
application has been viewed.

When you are in an application you can click on the highlighted links which will open a PDF version of the GP
registrar’s cover letter and CV. The GP registrar’s answers to the application questions will be available to view
from this screen. These questions include:
• Do you have any area(s) of special interest?
• How do you feel about working and living in a cross-cultural setting in the NT?
• What, if any, experience have you had in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health and what sparked your
interest?
• Where do you see yourself at the completion of your GP Training?
• Have you ever been to the Northern Territory before and if NO what is your perception of it?
• Are you currently on a visa?
• What visa do you currently hold?
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Shortlisting GP registrar applications
The ‘Label’ dropdown box will provide you with options that will assist you in your shortlisting. You can select
Review, Shortlist or No Offer. The GP registrar will NOT be able to see your selection. This will be visible on your
dashboard only.
If no ‘Label’ is assigned once an application has been opened, an ‘Offer Status’ of ‘Viewed’ will automatically be
assigned once you return to the main dashboard.

Offering GP registrar placements
During the training post selection period you can offer or decline a GP registrar placement.
Once a GP registrar placement has been accepted or declined GP registrars will receive an email notification.
To make an offer, you click on the green ‘Make Offer’ button. Once you click this you will be given an option to
select an expiry date for your offer. When you offer a position to a GP registrar through placemeNT the offer
expiry default is seven days, however, this can be changed if you wish to suit your recruitment requirements.
Please be mindful that if you give too much time to a GP registrar to consider and accept/decline your offer, they
may accept another offer in the meantime. We suggest that you do not exceed the recommended seven days.
A training post can make numerous offers within the training post selection period. For example, if a GP registrar
declines your offer or does not accept your offer within the given timeframe, you will be able to re-offer that
position to another GP registrar up until the training post selection period closes.
To decline a placement, you click on the red ‘Decline Placement’ button. This has been implemented should
anyone wish to use it. For example, should a GP registrar be unsuitable etc.
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Example Health Centre

John Smith
0400 123 123
johnsmith@hotmail.com

Offer Status for GP registrar placement
The main dashboard will provide details of the ‘Training Post Offer Status’ and the ‘GP Registrar Offer Status’ as
the placemeNT round processes. This is to help you keep track of what you and the GP registrars have decided
about the applications / offers received.
The Training Post Offer Status can hold the labels of Un-opened, Viewed, Shortlist, No Offer, Offer Made and No
Offer Made.
The GP Registrar Offer Status can hold the labels of Offer Accepted, Offer Declined or Offer Expired.

Example Health Centre

John Smith
David Tate
Sarah Taylor
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FAQs
What internet browser should I use to access/view placemeNT and our training post
dashboard?
The internet browsers Chrome or Firefox are the preferred internet browsers to access and view the placemeNT
website. The internet browser Internet Explorer (IE) is not compatible with the placemeNT website and therefore
the profile pages and training post dashboard may not be accessible.

How do I access placemeNT and our training post dashboard?
To access the placemeNT dashboard, training posts are required to login either directly through the placemeNT
website (registrar.ntgpe.org), or through GP Tracks (gptracks.org). The PlacemeNT button on the top menu tab will
provide access to the training post dashboard.

Where do I obtain/change our login for the training post dashboard on placemeNT?
Each training post should have received an email containing log in details to NTGPE’s record management
system, GP Tracks. If you have not received your log in details or wish to change your log in details please contact
supervisor@ntgpe.org.

What does my login look like?
Your log in user name will begin with PU. An example of what this will look like is PU-12345.

I have been informed that my login has failed and my account has been locked. What should
I do?
If your account has been locked, please contact supervisor@ntgpe.org and your account will be reactivated for
you.

There appears to be no information showing on placemeNT and my training post dashboard.
What should I do?
This issue can happen if Internet Explorer (IE) is being used as this browser is not compatible with the placemeNT
website. The internet browsers Chrome or Firefox are preferred internet browsers to access and view the
placemeNT website and training post dashboard.

Why is only one of our branch practices visible on placemeNT?
Any training post with multiple branch clinics are listed under the main training post branch name on the
placemeNT website. This name is pulled from NTGPE’s database GP Tracks (that stores the accreditation records
for the clinics etc.) and unfortunately cannot be changed as it is limited by the system. In these cases, all GP
registrar placement capacity for the branch clinics will be listed on GP Tracks/placemeNT under the main training
post branch name. GP registrars are required to apply for a placement via this profile page (even if they do not
wish to work at the main clinic) outlining which branches they wish to work at. It is the responsibility of the training
post to discuss where work will be carried out etc. during the interview process.

Do we have to use the training post dashboard to recruit GP registrars?
Yes, the placemeNT training post dashboard is where all your GP registrar applications will be collated. You will
be able to view and manage all applications through this dashboard, including an option to shortlist and make
placement offers. You will also receive an email notifying you when a new application has been submitted,
including a link to view the application.

I have a concurrent post available to GP registrars. What is the process when a GP registrar
applies for a concurrent post?
If a GP registrar wishes to apply for a concurrent post they are required to submit an application via placemeNT.
The GP registrar must indicate in the cover letter that they wish to complete a concurrent post outlining the
training posts they wish to complete their placement at. It is the responsibility of the training posts to negotiate
the concurrent placement and one training post is required to offer the placement application via the placemeNT
training post dashboard.
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Does Round 1 differ to the Final Round?
Yes. In Round 1 GP registrars can apply to a maximum of 4 training posts per term during the designated
application period. After this period has closed, training posts will then have the ability to review all applicants and
conduct their HR processes.
During the Final Round there is no designated application period. Instead, GP registrars are able to apply for
placements at any time during the application/selection/offer period, and likewise training posts can offer
positions to GP registrars any time within the application/selection/offer period. GP registrars will only be required
to preference their applications in Round 1, but not during the Final Round.
The Final Round is set up to have far more flexibility than Round 1, with it being open to only GP registrars from
Round 1 without a placement.

When can training posts make offers to GP registrars?
Offers can be made to GP registrars at any time throughout the training post selection period.

How do I make a GP registrar placement offer?
To make a GP registrar placement offer, the green ‘Make Offer’ button needs to be selected via the GP registrar
application on the training post dashboard. Once this is selected an expiry date for the offer needs to be assigned.
The offer expiry default is seven days; however, this can be changed to suit your recruitment requirements.

Can I offer the GP registrar a position they did not apply for? For example they applied to me
for 2023.1 but I would also like to offer them a position in 2023.2 as well.
No, you can only offer placements aligned to what the GP registrar applied for. If the GP registrar would like to
work for you in 2023.2, for example, they will have to decline all offers they may receive from the training posts
they did apply to and re-apply to you in the next round.

How long does a GP registrar have to accept or decline our offer?
When you offer a position to a GP registrar through placemeNT the offer expiry default is seven days, however,
this can be changed if you wish. Please be mindful that if you give too much time to a GP registrar to consider and
accept/decline your offer, they may accept another offer in the meantime. We suggest that you do not exceed the
recommended seven days.

How many offers can a training post make?
A training post can make numerous offers within the training post selection period. For example, if a GP registrar
declines your offer or does not accept your offer within the given timeframe, you will be able to re-offer that
position to another GP registrar up until the training post selection period closes. Any offer not accepted by
4.30pm on the closing date of the training post selection period will not be considered and any available capacity
will be included in NTGPE’s next placement round, either final round or the matched placing process.

Can an expired placement offer be reoffered to the same GP registrar?
A training post may reoffer a placement to the same GP registrar if their previous placement offer has expired.
This can only be done if the training post selection period stage is still open and involves following the same
process for making a GP registrar placement offer.

How do I know that a GP registrar's placement is confirmed?
A GP registrar will be required to accept/decline a placement via their placemeNT portal. Once a placement has
been accepted it will be sent to NTGPE for review, and we will provide both the GP registrar and training post an
email confirmation of the placement for review and sign off.
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What are a GP registrar's rights and responsibilities in the placement process and what are
the expectations of a training post?
GP registrars are expected to behave in good faith and professionally throughout the placement process. This
includes:
• Provide accurate and honest information in their CV and cover letter
• Apply only for placements they genuinely intend to accept if offered
• Be available for interviews during the interview period
• Discuss any restrictions to their availability for the position (such as planned leave, travel restrictions or
intention to work part time) during the interview
• Promptly submit their ‘Placement Approval Form’ to NTGPE for approval
• Promptly decline all other offers once an offer has been accepted.
In return, training posts are also expected to behave in good faith and professionally throughout the process. This
includes:
• Have a documented system to receive, record and review GP registrar applications
• Provide reasonable notice of interview times
• Ask appropriate interview questions
• Accurately describe the role and what it involves, including travel requirements and working expectations
• Provide an indication of employment arrangements and salary
• Promptly notify unsuccessful candidates in order to allow other positions to be filled
• Provide prompt offers of employment to successful candidates by email.
GP registrars and training posts should be aware that many of these issues are relevant to employment law in
Australia.

What is the Process Feedback Form?
NTGPE has developed a Process Feedback Form to collect information about the placement process experience.
Similar to a clinical incident form, the process feedback form is designed to identify serious issues requiring urgent
intervention (website failures, substantial shortcomings in professional behaviour) and patterns of minor issues
(slow responses, procedural deviations) that can be improved in subsequent rounds.
GP registrars and training posts are encouraged to use this form to record issues in a standardised, transparent
way. It is possible to provide anonymous feedback. Anonymous feedback cannot be followed up directly but may
provide useful information for the future.

Placement support
Your primary contacts at NTGPE will be the Supervisor and Practice Accreditation team:
Kylie Roberts, Supervisor and Practice Accreditation Manager, 08 8946 7015
Lisa Taylor, Supervisor and Practice Accreditation Support Officer, 08 8946 6955
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